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REA’s articles and actual test queries. in an easy review structure!ve learned.s EMT Crash Program is the
first reserve of its kind for the last-minute studier or any prospective Crisis Medical Technician who would
like an instant refresher before taking the NREMT Qualification Exam.s why we offer you a glossary of
more than 400 EMT terms you should know before you take your test.s EMT Crash CourseEverything you
will need for the examination –Targeted, Concentrated Review – Study Just What you should KnowWritten
by an EMS Program Director and NREMT paramedic with years of first-hand experience and classroom
instruction, our easy-to-read format offers you a crash training course in the major ideas, terms, and
information you need to know to succeed on the EMT exam.Must-know Key TermsKnowing the proper
medical terminology can make a real difference in your check score. The writer also explains the framework
of the examination and demonstrates how to answer queries quickly and correctly. The exam is well
balanced to add every topic and type of question on the actual EMT exam, and that means you know you’
He also shares detailed question-level strategies and teaches you the simplest way to answer questions. By
following our expert tips and advice, you can rating higher on every part of the examination.The targeted
review chapters in outline style cover all of the official test categories found on the EMT exam: airway and
breathing, cardiology, medical, obstetrics and pediatrics, and trauma. That’ This Crash Course is founded on
a careful analysis of the exam’Take REA’s Online Practice ExamAfter learning the material in the EMT
Crash Course, go online and test what you’REA’ Our free of charge practice test features timed screening,
diagnostic feedback, complete explanations of answers, and automatic scoring analysis.Expert Test-taking
StrategiesOur experienced EMT writer explains the structure of the NREMT Certification Exam, and that
means you know what to anticipate on test day.No matter how or when you plan the EMT exam, REA’re
learning the smart way.  s EMT Crash Program will show you how to research efficiently and strategically,
to get a great score!
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BUY THIS BOOK So some tips about what my situation was- I (stupidly) waiting about 6 months when i
had finished taking the EMT course before I tried to take the test for the very first time, and We barely
studied at almost all. Constantly putting books down and forgetting about them, which isn't helpful if you
want to study. Boy was I incorrect. My test shut off after 70 questions, therefore you either did REALLY
good or REALLY bad. Works out it was really bad. I failed every section aside from one. So then because
of a busy plan, I wasn't in a position to attempt the check again until 5 a few months after that. That's when I
made a decision to give this book a go. I took my useful exam in July of 2016, since then I've not opened a
reserve. I didn't make notice cards or use the note cards app, but I did read it very carefully to be certain I
was absorbing the material. So don't stress out. I purchased this publication to prepare for my NREMT exam
and this seemed to be the basic info of my regular NREMT training course book in a condensed version. The
next morning hours I take my test and I sensed like I was definitely bombing it. There have been questions
appearing out of left field that were under no circumstances mentioned in the class or this book. And then,
once again, it shut off at 70 questions. As you can imagine I wasn't feeling especially confident at that time,
but the next day I checked the web site to observe that coveted "Congratulations" message. I passed! This is
super awesome and concise! I failed it. It offers everything that you have to pass the check no matter your
starting point. My suggestions for the test- Be sure you know the individual assessment procedure like the
back again of your hand, understand your ABC's (or CAB if the patient is unresponsive), know the normal
vital signals, know the 6 roughly medications detailed in the publication, and know the main medical
ailments (shock, stroke, burns, anaphylaxis, etc) and you'll be good to go.! Online Access Code CAN NOT
WORK - multiple 2016 evaluations w/ same problem -- book itself is OK review tool This is an assessment
for the book  Then your night before my test I took the provided on the web practice test."I'll focus on the
bad: The online access code can not work at all. Highly reccomeded! I took my EMT class in 2015. About a
week before my test I started studying it, breaking it up into small sections for each day. I had a need to
obtain my EMT permit for the existing job that I keep. After failing the NREMT exam i came across this
book and downloaded it onto my kindle, this is the just study material you will need to pass the exam. I
purchased the Kindle edition and I must say i enjoyed it. Helped me to review for the NREMT test. I am not
a fan of reading rather than have already been. I figured I could just cause my method through the questions
and get yourself a passing score. I took my written exam for the very first time in June of 2016. My point-
Buy this book. I felt terrible and dumb like I possibly could not obtain any information. I already knew a lot
of the material, good review, but it takes a while to get through the pages! Finally I cracked down, did some
study and purchased this publication. However, if you're thinking of buying it with the intention of using the
web portion then as of 2016 I would not purchase it until the publisher and multiple current reviews have
confirmed they have fixed their problems Greatest EMT study materials ever! I understand it is just a little
outdated today, but not very much has changed and it is still very accurate. Nearly 2 yrs after the begin of
my EMT program.In looking through recent reviews it appears I am not the first person to have problems
with online access codes for the EMT book failing to work in 2016, but those adverse reviews aren't being
generally displayed to Amazon customers prior to purchase because of their regular filtering settings. The
check is designed to cause you to feel this way. Nevertheless I purchased the publication brand new from
Amazon, mainly based on the actual fact that it included the web access code. EASILY do eventually
receive access to the online website and practice test I will update this review with a detailed evaluation of
the web component. Read this reserve, read it again, and go move that test This helped me pass my
NREMT. I have no idea if the website itself hardly any longer functions or what the problem is.EMT
(Emergency Medical Technician) Crash Course Book + Online (EMT Test Preparation), which is a review
and study guide/test preparation device for the NREMT Cognitive Pc Adaptive Test (CAT) Qualification
Exam. When I visited register it on the website I received one that the code wasn't accepted or regarded.
After attempting to enter it multiple moments the web site displayed a screen stating the code wasn't in the



database and that it could send a message to the site administrators and present me access to this content
temporarily while they addressed the issue. However, after confirming the code again and submitting that
'verification' page the web site then displayed ANOTHER error stating it could not submit that data and
offering me no chance forward. I e-mailed the just get in touch with address on the website, but did not
receive a response. As shown on leading cover and the Amazon product page, the publication includes the
materials in the book in addition to (supposedly) an online access code for a "free of charge online practice
examination" which covers all of the areas of the NREMT and can help "to pinpoint where you're strongest
and where you need to focus. I extremely suggest this publication for anyone who requires a increase with
studying and a simple breakdown of all of the unnecessary information loaded in to the EMT publication
itself which bogs your brain down. As a result of the multiple recent testimonials with this same issue I'm
unsure whether the site and online access simply no longer work, or certainly are a advertising ploy.If you
are only purchasing this publication as a stand-alone, physical book to use as an assessment tool for your
NREMT then it may be worthwhile, especially if you can get it either used or inexpensively.Having said
that, there is the right news about the book itself: The book shows a genuine copyright date of 2012, but a
publication date of 2016, so that it has been updated or in least reviewed somewhat recently. The
information and questions in it seem to be reasonably current and generally match with what was in the
standard AAOS 10th edition (2011) EMT textbook, and Personally, i like the format. I was able to highlight
and take notes and then conveniently get back to the highlighted areas. They present the important and
important information, and seem to omit a lot of the 'filler' details that latest EMT textbooks delight in
throwing at learners.Do keep in mind that this book isn't intended to educate you on to be an EMT from
scratch -- it will not substitute your textbook or a formal EMT program entirely, so whether it's been a year
or even more since your training course and you're just now looking to test you would be well served to
break out your formal textbook and reread some of the actual chapters, especially about whatever you feel
weak about, as well. The book also contains info on how to prepare for the NREMT Pc Adaptive Test exam
itself, and some tips about how to have a CAT-based check which is very not the same as typical pen-and-
paper exams, or actually from a traditional computer based test where you can skip and get back to queries,
etc. Especially if you are looking for review with an online component before testing soon I would not
recommend buying this reserve, as also if the publisher does eventually fix this problem and get me an
operating online access code to an operating website, I'll have lost an excellent chunk of valuable study time
- I test within 2 weeks.Just how that book is broken down into bullet points for each chapter was much more
manageable for me to grasp. No matter how well you understand your stuff, you are going to walk out
feeling like you failed.. Worth every penny. I downloaded two apps on my iPhone and do multiple practice
exams. What I wanted was how to decipher the queries in the exam, not for a quick reference instruction of
what I've already studied. Love Great book A Must have for the NREMT This book got me theough the test.
Not only did I complete, I killed it. The tests were helping, but I did not understand the information, only
how to take a test. Other than a few spelling/grammar errors occasionally, this reserve had all of the relevant
information and was an excellent review and study device. A combination of scanning this book and taking
practice exams on the app Pocket Prep (EMT) helped my pass my written examination in January of 2017. I
just used it to study for my NREMT examination and it was awesome. I don't think it comes with the online
practice questions, or at least I couldn't see them on the Kindle edition.. I purchased this for my boyfriend to
study for the national test and he has been improving on knowledge upon this exam, I just don’t learn how
to get the web site to take the test that people got a code for Not helpful Sucks. As you can see in the picture
the chapters are fundamentally an outline-type rundown of the major information and facts that you need to
know for your examination. Great book Great book What is the web site for the check? It took me about a
week, studying a couple of hours a day to go through the complete book (341 pages). Pretty much just
covers vocabulary good review, but it requires a while to get .!. I purchased this reserve, read it at work and



did practice testing. I kept putting my test date off to consider my test because I sensed stupid. I purchased
this book to get ready for my NREMT exam . Overall I would definitely recommend.. This check felt very
easy (I think I acquired like 86% correct) therefore i was feeling pretty self-confident. I don't think I found
this book particularly helpful as I did other NREMT prep books. I've failed the exam 4 times throughout 3
years and after studying this reserve i finally passed.
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